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FROM THE HEADTEACHER’S DESK

YEAR 7 WINNER!

This month we have mixed emotions. It is with sadness
we say ‘goodbye’ to our year 11 and year 13 students
and wish them well with their future chosen paths. It is
with excitement we begin to prepare for visits of our
year 6 pupils, the next generation of Gowertonians. This
year will be different as we cannot have our usual four

In the photo we see Morgan with his prize from Welsh
Hockey. Being presented with a £100 voucher from
Amazon was very exciting.

YEAR 7 SCI-TECH PROJECT
Our year 7 pupils have been
busy in a project where they
prepare their own innovative
solutions to the climate and ecological crisis.
In Sci-Tech, lessons that combine
science, maths,
design and technology, we have been looking at how
sustainable design can protect the natural world while
improving our human communities.

Morgan, Year 7, completed the Participant Survey of
the Putting School Hockey First Project and came first in
the Prize Draw. Well done Morgan!

SCHOLAR PROGRAMME SUCCESS

Newsletter

From combining deforestation and protecting animal
habitat to providing human beings with more healthy
ways of living, sustainable design can bring benefits to
us all.
Our pupils were challenged to design their own state of
the art eco village. They then built a model of the
village.
Well done to Chloe and Honey for their winning design. This year, despite the challenges faced, pupils from
Year 8 and 9 successfully completed and graduated
from the 'Scholars Programme' run by 'The Brilliant
LIONS VIDEO LINK
Club'. They participated in online seminars and comGowerton School was very lucky to have a video link pleted a University style essay with many achieving the
top grade of a First! The fact they did this while commessage from Liam Williams, Scarlets, Wales and
pleting online learning from home is incredible and we
British Lions.
are very proud of them.
Liam, an ex pupil, kindly did a video link to a year 7
pupil Dylan to congratulate him on winning a signed
Scarlets shirt. As can be seen in the photo, Dylan was
thrilled and shocked to have this unique opportunity
to chat to Liam.
As a school we are so proud of both our Gowertonians, Liam Williams and Dan Biggar, for being such
excellent role models to our pupils. We wish the Lions
all the very best on their tour and also thank Liam for
giving up time during training to present this shirt to
Dylan. It certainly “made Dylan’s day”.

JUNE

Right of the month:
ARTICLE 6: The right to life and to be healthy.

